MEDICAL LABORATORY BUSINESS PLAN
Fargo Medical Laboratories laboratory business plan executive summary. Fargo Medical Laboratories will open their
blood analaysis lab in a Professional.

The payment options that we will endeavour to make available in all our centers are; Payment via cash. Based
on historical numbers, the business could fetch a sales premium of up to 4 times earnings. Of the 93, a high
percentage of those are primary care physicians or general prac titioners. It is not reasonable to expec t the
patient to wait an excessive period of time for the results. Our marketing team has also been empowered to
review and modify existing marketing strategies to ensure that they are in line with helping us attain our goals
and objectives. A list of physicians is easily obtained through the loc al licensing board. So Dave enrolled in
an eight-month program through the community college for a degree in Laboratory Technology. A
conservative forec ast was chosen because the venture is being funded by bank debt, which is fairly
risk-averse, and therefore, it is in Fargo Medical Laboratories' best interests if they are able to meet the
monthly sales goals. Of the remaining five, three offer basic tests done on-site, like Fargo Medical
Laboratories, and the remaining two are full service laboratories that do work complex for the other labs. By
enumerating the milestones it provides the organization with c lear goals that everyone can foc us their energy
on. Put together a team to write the laboratory business plan. Much like the rest of the healthcare industry, the
Company will be able to effectively generate revenues from medical businesses that have ongoing testing
needs. Identify the laboratory founders and reasons the laboratory was formed. During this time Dave began
looking into different business opportunities, rec ognizing that he had now developed sufficient business skills
to operate his own business. Of the seven, two only serve their specific clients and do not do work for other
physicians. The business will earn substantial fees from carrying out these tests. Diagnostics Center Business
Plan â€” Publicity and Advertising Strategy Our kind of business thrives well on good publicity and so despite
the fact that we are running a standard and leading diagnostics center business, we will be engaging in
publicity measures that will allow us to compete favorably against our competitors while allowing us to
promote and advertise our brand positively to our intended target market. You provide ac curate, prec ise
results. You should provide as much information as possible about your pricing as possible in this section.
Convey details about the investment amount and how the lab plans to use the funds. Strategic Analysis with
current research! The income derived from these services carry very high margins. In order for us to
continually meet with our corporate sales and marketing goals, we have empowered our marketing executives
to draft effective marketing strategies for our company. For the second target market, the nearby physicians,
the reasoning is similar, convenience for the patients. In the blood analysis industry it is hard to differentiate
yourself from competitors assuming a few basic levels of care and performance: You ac cept several popular
insurance plans, otherwise many patients could not use your service. If currently in business, find out what
customers like about services you currently provide and areas they would like you to change. The business
will also provide per hour consulting fees and project review fees regarding the development of laboratory
tests as they related to more complex studies. The Company will be able to advise its client base on how to
minimize these issues, resulting in fewer regulatory issues.

